Flow Shop Scheduling has been an interesting field of research for over six decades. They are easy to formulate, yet difficult to solve. In a shop, there are 'm' machines arranged in series to process a set of 'n' jobs having different processing times. Each job has to pass through each machine, in order. The problem is to find a sequence of jobs to be processed in all the machines, so that a given performance parameter is optimized. The total number of schedules is (n!) m . If the order of machines is not to be changed, the problem is simplified, and the overall number of solutions is reduced to n!. This problem is referred to a permutation flow shop scheduling problem, or PFSP in short. Starting from two machines, 'n' jobs, various Heuristics have been proposed over the years. After the invention of meta heuristics and evolutionary algorithms, and increased computational capabilities available today, finding optimal/ near optimal solutions become comparatively easier. In this paper, a few heuristic algorithms have been analyzed for makespan criterion considering machine idle time and processing time, by comparing the results with the well known CDS algorithm. Benchmark problems proposed by Taillard and Ruben Ruiz are used for the performance analysis.
INTRODUCTION
A typical permutation flow shop scheduling problem involves the determination of the order of processing the required jobs with different processing times over different machines. The parameter to be optimized may be anything; the most popular one being, minimizing the makespan. The sequence is not changed and kept the same for all the machines. For the makespan minimization, the problem is NP-complete, if the number of machines is greater than two [1].
In the simplified PFSP, a number of assumptions are usually made [2] :  All the jobs are independent, and available for processing at time zero.  All the machines are continuously available.  Each machine can process at most one job at a time, and each job can be processed only on one machine at a time.

No preemption is allowed.
Setup times are sequence independent, and are included in the processing times or are otherwise ignored.  An infinite in-process storage buffer is assumed. If a given job needs an unavailable machine, then it joins a queue of unlimited size waiting for that machine.
Most of the optimization criteria are based on the completion times of the jobs at the different machines, which are denoted by C j,i , where C j refers the time at which job j is completed at the last machine. The completion times C j,i can be easily calculated as follows:
For a given permutation π of n jobs, where π (j) denotes the job in the j-th position, the completion times are calculated with the following expression: C π (j),i =max[C π (j),i-1 , C π (j-1),i ] + p π(j),i This paper considers minimization of maximum completion time (makespan, C max ). Under this objective, the problem is denoted as F/prmu/C max . Johnson's [3] paper mainly studied problems with two machines and provides the optimal solution. Slope Index algorithm was proposed by Palmer [4] . The CDS algorithm [5] proposed by Campbell et al. is based on the Johnson's algorithm and obtains the solution in (m-1) enumerations. The algorithm proposed by Dannenbring [6] reduces the 'm' machines, 'n' jobs problems in to a two machine, 'n' jobs problem and then uses the Johnson's rule to obtain the solution.
The NEH algorithm proposed by Nawaz et al. [7] is considered as the best among the simple heuristics, according to many studies conducted over the past decades, like by Turner and Booth [8] , Taillard [9] and Ruiz and Maroto [10] . The number of enumerations in NEH algorithm is [n(n+1)/2]-1 and applies insertion technique. The solution is built from first two jobs selected from the initial sequence obtained by arranging all the jobs in ascending order of their total processing times. The NEH Algorithm for the minimization of the makespan can be stated as follows:
Step 1:
Ordering the jobs by non increasing sums of processing times on the machines;
Step 2:
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Taking the first two jobs, and scheduling them in order to minimize the partial makespan, as if there were only these two jobs
Step 3:
For k= 3 to n, Step 4 to be repeated
Step 4:
Inserting the k th job at the place, which minimizes the partial makespan among the possible ones.
Total number of sequences to be enumerated = [n(n+1)/2] -1.
Many researchers have analyzed and modified the NEH algorithm to improve the makespan. The authors have also proposed a family of NEH heuristics to improve the makespan further.
In addition to the processing time, machine idle time is also another important element in deciding the quality of the solution.
Framinan et al. [11] considered 176 approaches for every objective function. Additionally, for every objective function, the RANDOM choice of a sequence is considered. For the 177 different approaches to generate the initial sequences, and for every combination of n = 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50, 75, 100 jobs, and m = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 machines, 100 problem instances were generated. Therefore, 6000 problem instances were considered. The processing times were drawn randomly as integers from a discrete uniform distribution between 1 and 99. It was concluded that for the makespan, the best five heuristic algorithms consists of the NEH-insertion approach using the following five initial sequences: It may be noted that in the top four cases, the decreasing order proves to be better. SUM PIJ/ DECR: total processing times of the jobs, decreasing order (This indicator value is exactly the one used in the original NEH approach.) SS SRA/2SRN/ DECR: sum of the absolute residuals with negative residuals weighted double, no carryover, decreasing order SS SRS/RCN/ DECR: sum of the squared residuals with negative residual carryover, decreasing order SS SRA/RCN/ DECR: sum of the absolute residuals with negative residual carryover, decreasing order RA C3/INCR: sum of possible waiting time of jobs and idle time of machines, increasing order.
The sorting sequences are unlimited, and important were covered by Framinan et al. The authors have considered twenty three starting sequences, combining the total processing time, and the total Machine Idle Time. In all the cases, the insertion technique was used. However, unlike the original NEH, which selects the first two jobs as the initial sequence, the first and the last jobs, the middle two jobs and the last two jobs were also considered for the analysis. This paper analyzes a few heuristic algorithms built using various combinations of the machine idle time and the processing time. They are different from the above discussed algorithms.
HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS ANALYZED
Many classic heuristics consider only the processing time, and give the result using different approaches. As all are aware of, the heuristic algorithms are approximate methods, and the PFSP is NP complete, it cannot be explicitly stated that a particular heuristic can always report an optimal/ near optimal solution. In addition to the NEH heuristic, which is the best among the available simple heuristics, CDS also performs reasonably better. The complexity level and the quality of the simple heuristics have been studied in detail by Taillard [9] , and are briefly given below: NEH appears to be the best polynomial heuristic in practice. The CDS algorithm which is in the second place also performs better. The heuristics, RA or Palmer may also be useful when short computation times are required.
For the algorithms considered, the overall performance is assessed using a set of benchmark problems totaling 120 in number proposed by Taillard [12] , and 250 in number proposed by Ruben Ruiz (2009). The processing time varies from 1 to 99 units and generated using a random number generator for a given seed. Codes were generated, run in an i5 PC with 4 GB RAM, and the following nine cases were analyzed:
1. CDS original algorithm 2. Total idle time in ascending order for all the machines, when a particular job is processed 3. Total idle time in descending order for all the machines when a particular job is processed 4. Total processing time in ascending order for a particular job 5. Total processing time in descending order for a particular job (NEH initial sequence) 6. Total Machine idle time + Total processing time (IT+PT), in ascending order 7. Total Machine idle time + Total processing time, in descending order The jobs were scheduled based on the above and the corresponding makespans were computed. The method of computing a special category of total machine idle time and the usual total processing time is illustrated using an example given in Table 1 . In the algorithm using the ratio of machine idle time to total processing time (IT/PT), in ascending order (serial number 8 above), the ratio array is [1.8438 2.1290 1.9091 2.0000 1.6176]. The ratio array is sorted in ascending order, and a sequence of (5 1 3 4 2) with a makespan of 66 units (Table 2 ) is obtained. In the similar way, other procedures can easily be converted in to algorithms for computing the sequence and the corresponding makespan. The problem instances proposed by Taillard and Ruben Ruiz are used for the complete analysis of all the nine heuristic algorithms. 
ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE USING THE TAILLARD BENCHMARK PROBLEMS
Initially, all the algorithms were tested for the makespan requirement. The complete results are shown for twenty Taillard problem instances in Tables 3 and 4 . MS1 represents the makespan obtained using the first algorithm, the CDS algorithm and so on. It was found that, the CDS, and the algorithm based on the ratio of machine idle time to total processing time in ascending order, perform better in most of the cases for the makespan objective. Hence, other results are not listed. Only the results from these two algorithms are completely tabulated from Tables 5 to 8 , and the summary for the problems are shown in Table 11 . It may be noted that Taillard listed the lower bounds for the 120 number problem instances and the lower bounds for the Ruben Ruiz problems are calculated by the authors. However, since the makespan values obtained from the CDS algorithm are taken as the reference values, these lower bounds are not considered anywhere in this paper. For this analysis, the results are tabulated in the Tables 9 and 10 , and, the summary of the analysis is listed in Table 12 , for all the 250 problem instances. Instance  MS1  MS2  MS3  MS4  MS5  MS6  MS7  MS8  MS9   ta111  28246  29075  31898  30694  30363  28914  31836  28149  33365   ta112  29131  29928  31994  31435  31061  29898  31986  29326  34607   ta113  28618  29700  31862  30786  30205  29826  32004  28187  34177   ta114  29029  29119  32346  30546  31071  29263  32621  27884  33438   ta115  28234  29139  32128  30570  30376  28963  32027  27891  34389   ta116  28687  28885  32264  30072  30811  28735  32141  28257  33811   ta117  28322  28624  32191  30640  30698  28834  32251  28029  33796   ta118  28897  29223  32640  30804  30658  29065  32296  28632  33635   ta119  28294  28639  32226  30239  30442  28718  32228  27775  33784   ta120  28710  28966  31630  30070  30936  29053  31827  28122  33874 ta001  1390  1384  ta011  1757  1758  ta021  2559  2777   ta002  1424  1437  ta012  1854  1875  ta022  2285  2335   ta003  1249  1191  ta013  1645  1699  ta023  2565  2678   ta004  1418  1420  ta014  1547  1584  ta024  2434  2496   ta005  1323  1338  ta015  1558  1629  ta025  2506  2652   ta006  1312  1313  ta016  1591  1500  ta026  2422  2630   ta007  1393  1360  ta017  1630  1637  ta027  2489  2519   ta008  1341  1300  ta018  1788  1846  ta028  2362  2421   ta009  1360  1426  ta019  1720  1826  ta029  2414  2704   ta010  1164  1208  ta020  1884  1882  ta030 2469 2590 ta061  5592  5716  ta071  6209  6028  ta081  6920  7158   ta062  5563  5328  ta072  5873  5877  ta082  6977  7173   ta063  5493  5299  ta073  6024  6014  ta083  7229  7105   ta064  5273  5074  ta074  6377  6416  ta084  7062  7117   ta065  5461  5438  ta075  6018  6000  ta085  7113  7304   ta066  5259  5241  ta076  5744  6091  ta086  7283  7019   ta067  5557  5275  ta077  6201  6280  ta087  7147  7554   ta068  5387  5221  ta078  6234  6042  ta088  7235  7646   ta069  5758  5571  ta079  6349  6139  ta089  7196  7282   ta070  5723  5363  ta080  6387  6365  ta090  7164  7279 Table 3 to Table 8 show the results obtained for the nine heuristic algorithms when Taillard bench mark problems are used. To compute the sequence and the corresponding makespan, these algorithms use different combinations of total machine idle time while processing a job and total processing time of the corresponding job. The codes were run in an i5 PC with 4GB RAM.
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CONCLUSION
From Table 3 and 4, it is clear that except the CDS and the (Idle Time/ Processing Time) based algorithm, all others fail to produce optimal/ near optimal results. Hence, the other values are ignored in other Tables.
It may be noted that for the 20x20 PFSPs, CDS completely outperforms the other one for all ten problem instances. Whereas, for the 10x200 problems set, the other algorithm gives better makespans than the CDS for all the ten instances. CDS performs better in the problem sets 10x20, 20x50, 20x100 and 20x200; and at the same time, problem sets 5x50, 5x100 and 20x500 are dominated by the other one. The performance is more or less same for other problem instances. In total, CDS produces better makespans in 59 instances, and the IT/PT heuristic algorithm, in 61 instances.
The case is different in case of Ruben Ruiz problems. Out of the 250 problems, CDS reports better makespans for 145 problems, whereas, IT/PT accounts for 106 only. Unlike the Taillard problems where, the lower bounds are listed along with the problems, they are not given for the Ruben Ruiz problems. The authors have computed the lower bounds. It can be seen that, ten machine problems are dominated by the IT/PT algorithm whereas; forty and fifty machine problems are dominated by the CDS algorithm.
If the summary in both the cases are analyzed, following conclusions could be drawn:
For Taillard Problems:  IT/PT algorithm fares better in the case of n x {5, 10} group of problems. Also, it outperforms CDS in {50, 100, 200, 500} x m problems.  The CDS algorithm reports better makespans in the other cases. For Ruben Ruiz Problems:  The performance of IT/PT is better for n x {10, 20} group of problems. Also, it reports better makespans for {350, 400, 450, 500} x m problems.  CDS algorithm reports better results in all the other sets of problems.
In general, for all the permutation flow shop problems with less number of machines and more number of jobs, the IT/PT algorithm can be effectively used. It may be noted that, the CDS algorithm selects the makespan from (m-1) enumerations. However, the IT/PT algorithm computes the makespan in a single enumeration and hence the computing time is less when compared to the CDS algorithm. In spite of less number of enumerations, the performance is comparable with the CDS algorithm in quite a good number of problems.
